
REEL CITIES: CINEMA AND URBAN EXPERIENCE 
SPECIAL TOPICS  

GERM 370 / RUSS 395 
FALL 2020 

T/TH 1:05-2:25 PM 

Professor: Daniel Schwartz 
Office: Thursday (by email appointment) 
Email: daniel.schwartz2@mcgill.ca (don’t forget the “2”) 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
Over the course of the 19th and 20th centuries cities in Europe and the Americas underwent rapid 
structural and social changes. Population shifts, economic collapses, wars, revolutions, and the 
rise of new industrial and post-industrial technologies all contributed to a constant reimagining 
and remaking of the urban landscape. This course examines how one such technology – the 
cinema – orients us in this ever-shifting environment both as a mode of representation and as an 
instrument of social change. Questions we will ask include: How does cinema construct 
representations of sound and space? How are these representations coded according to race, 
class, and gender using formal and narrative constructions? And finally, how do cinematic 
representations figure into the cities we ourselves inhabit? Starting from Berlin, we will make 
our way through Moscow, Paris, New York, Havana, Los Angeles, and other locals to understand 
how the structural issues that animate these cities make their way into films (and vice versa).  

REQUIRED TEXTS 
All texts will be available as PDFs or Word Documents on My Courses. 

REQUIRED FILMS 
Film for this class are available on various streaming platforms including Kanopy, YouTube, and 
Amazon. McGill has a subscription to Kanopy that is available to all students. Login at https://
mcgill.kanopy.com.  

Unfortunately, McGill does not have online access to all the films I wish to show in this course. 
It is thus likely that you will have to pay to stream some of them. The cost to stream these films, 
however, should be less than buying books for other courses – around $5 per film.  

Links to films will be provided in the course schedule below. 
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OTHER RESOURCES 
Cinema Cartography: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCL5kBJmBUVFLYBDiSiK1VDw  
Cinema Cartography is a YouTube channel specializing in film essays. These essays are 
delivered over a selection of clips that illustrate the writer’s point. Some of the films for this 
class have been covered by Cinema Cartography. I encourage you to watch them. I also suggest 
watching these film essays as examples for how you might structure your own paper. 

REMOTE DELIVERY 
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, classes for this course will be delivered remotely. This will be a 
challenge for many students; I will do my best to provide a supportive learning environment. I 
encourage you all to consult McGill’s remote learning resources: https://www.mcgill.ca/tls/
students/remote-learning-resources. If you have any question, please don’t hesitate to email me.  

COURSE STRUCTURE 
Instead of a traditional bi-weekly lecture, this class will consist of one pre-recorded audio/video 
lecture, Power Point, or podcast, and one Zoom discussion session. The audio/video lecture will 
be posted on My Courses every Tuesday by 1:05 pm Eastern Standard Time. Our Zoom meeting 
will take place every Thursday at 1:05 pm Eastern Standard Time. A link will be posted on My 
Courses.  

ZOOM 
Zoom video and audio discussions are not recorded. I do not consent to being recorded. I 
understand that not all students will be able to participate in Zoom discussions due to limitations 
on bandwidth or other circumstances. For this reason, participation in Zoom meetings will not 
have a direct impact (positive or negative) on your grade. That said, it may have an indirect 
impact. In Zoom meetings I will discuss films and reading in greater detail, answer questions, 
and exercise your ability to interpret films and readings. These discussions will most likely help 
you write a better midterm and final paper.   

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
Zoom discussion session require an Internet connection and a microphone (the one build into 
your computer is fine). Students are not obliged to turn their cameras on; they may respond to the 
instructor’s question in chat.  

For those new to Zoom, please read this article on getting started. If the link does not work, go 
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to: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362033-Getting-Started-on-Windows-and-Mac    

NOTE ON TECHNICAL SUPPORT / LEARNING ONLINE 
I will do what I can to help you with your technical issues. However, please try to resolve your 
issues by asking Google or McGill’s technical support staff before asking me.   

ZOOM ETIQUETTE (FROM DANIEL PRATT’S RUSS 223 SYLLABUS) 
■ Only use your official Zoom name 
■ You are not required to use your camera, but this is helpful for getting to know people. 
■ Please turn your microphone off when you are not speaking. 
■ Please use the wave hand signal or the chat to alert me that you have a question or want 

to make a comment. I will call on you. 
■ If you do not have a microphone, feel free to use the chat function to engage with the 

Zoom conversation. I will happily include chats into the broader discussion.  
■ I will not record class time to ensure the privacy of all students, and I do not consent to 

having the class recorded. Discussions are live events and are meant to be ephemeral.  
■ Please note, however, that everything you say in chat is automatically recorded by Zoom. 

This is a feature of the app that I cannot turn off.   

DISCUSSION BOARD JOURNAL 
To make up for the lack of in-class participation, all students must contribute to weekly online 
discussion boards posted on My Courses. At the end of the semester, students will submit a 
journal consisting of their discussion board postings. These postings should be about 3-5 
sentences long. They should answer the discussion question or respond to the postings of your 
fellow students. You only need to respond to one topic per forum. Please copy-paste your 
discussion-board posts into a single word or PDF document. Journals are due on 12/3/20 at 
midnight.  

SHOT-BY-SHOT ANALYSIS 
One of the best ways to learn about a film is to analyze one of its scenes shot by shot. You will 
have to complete two shot-by-shot analyses of 2-3 minute sequences from any of the films in the 
syllabus. A model of the shot-by-shot analysis may be found here: https://filmanalysis.yale.edu/ 
(Part 6).  

MIDTERM PAPER (750-1,000 WORDS) 
The ultimate purpose of this course is to teach you how to think independently and write about 
film. For this reason, I do not provide specific midterm or final paper prompts. You must develop 
your own topic. That said, I do have some guidelines:  
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■ Your midterm paper should be about one and only one film. No comparison papers. This 
does not mean that you cannot draw comparisons with other films; only that the main 
focus of your paper should be a single film.  

■ You should quote from at least one reading we did for class. 
■ Your paper must have a thesis. 
■ The thesis and your paper should strive to answer two questions: what is the film trying 

to say/express and how does the film say/express it?  
■ You should answer these questions through a discussion of the film’s use of camera 

angles, camera movement, lighting, color, editing rhythm, sound, etc. 
■ You do not have to focus on all these elements, just the ones that you think are working 

together to construct whatever the film is trying express.  
■ Do not focus solely on characters or plot, and do not write a paper where you simply pass 

judgment on the characters. Be charitable.  
■ More details and a grading rubric will be provided in course lectures and discussions. 
■ Guides and sample papers will also be provided in Timothy Corrigan’s A Short Guide to 

Writing About Film. 

FINAL PAPER (1,500-2,000 WORDS) 
The guidelines for the final paper are the same as the midterm paper. The only difference is that 
you should now add a third question: How does film X impact or challenge the ideas of an author 
we’ve read for this class? Your paper should quote from at least two sources that we’ve read for 
this class, ideally one author that you’re arguing against and another that you’re arguing for.  
  
LATE WORK 
I do not accept excuses for late work after the deadline has already passed. It is your 
responsibility to inform me if you think your work will be late.  

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 
McGill University values academic integrity. Therefore, all students must understand the 
meaning and consequences of cheating, plagiarism and other academic offences under the Code 
of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures (see www.mcgill.ca/integrity for more 
information). The professor reserves the right to use software to examine any case of suspected 
plagiarism. 

SUBMISSION IN FRENCH 
In accord with McGill University’s Charter of Students’ Rights, students in this course have the 
right to submit in English or in French any written work that is to be graded. 



GRADING 
Discussion Board Journal       20% 

• Participate in once-weekly discussion boards 
• Copy-paste your discussion posts into journal 
• Journal due 12/3/20 at midnight 

o Students who miss more than 50% of discussion options will receive no credit. 
o Student who miss 25% of discussion options will receive half credit.  

Two Shot-by-Shot Analyses       20% 
• Submit on My Courses 
• Instructions provided in class and in schedule below 

Midterm Paper (750-1,000 words)      25% 
• Rubric on My Courses 
• At least one quote from class readings. 
• 12-point font, Times New Roman, double spaced. 
• Save your document using the following format: “Last Name, First Name, Paper Title” 

o E.g. “Smith, John, Fassbinder’s Framing” 
• Submit on My Courses as a Word Document! 

Final Paper (1,500-2,000 words)      35% 
• Rubric on My Courses 
• At least two quotes from class readings. 
• 12-point font, Times New Roman, double spaced 
• Save your document using the following format: “Last Name, First Name, Paper Title” 

o E.g. “Smith, John, Eisenstein’s Montage” 
o Submit on My Courses as a Word Document! 

COURSE SCHEDULE 

UNIT ONE: MODERNITY, MODERNISM, AND URBAN SPACE 

Week 1: Introduction 
Thursday 9/3/20 

• Video Lecture: Why Cities and Film? 
• Zoom Discussion at 1:05 pm EST 

  
Week 2: City Symphony (Part One) 



Required Viewing  
• Berlin, Symphony of a Big City (Walter Ruttmann, Berlin, 1927): https://

mcgill.kanopy.com/video/berlin-symphony-great-city  
Tuesday, 9/8/20 

• Georg Simmel, “The Metropolis and Mental Life” 
• Anton Kaes, “Leaving Home: Film, Migration, and the Urban Experience” 
• Ferdinand Tönnies Community and Civil Society (pgs 15-21) 

Thursday, 9/10/20 
• Yale Film Analysis Guide, Parts 1-6: https://filmanalysis.yale.edu/  

Week 3: City Symphony (Part Two) 
Required Viewing 

• Man With a Movie Camera (Dziga Vertov, Multiple Cities, 1929): https://
mcgill.kanopy.com/video/man-movie-camera-0  

Tuesday, 9/15/20 
• My Courses Lecture  
• Dziga Vertov, “We: Variant of a Manifesto” 
• Tom Gunning, “Kaleidoscope and X-ray” 

Thursday, 9/17/20 
• Zoom Discussion 1:05 PM EST 
• Timothy Corrigan, A Short Guide to Writing About Film, “Beginning to Think, 

Preparing to Watch, and Starting to Write” 
• Annette Michelson, “Introduction to Kino-Eye: The Writing of Dziga Vertov”  
• David Harvey “Modernism and Modernity,” in The Condition of Postmodernity 

(10-38) 

Week 4: Traces, Chases, Detectives, and Crowds  
Required Viewing 

• M (Fritz Lange, Berlin, 1931): https://mcgill.kanopy.com/video/m  
Optional Viewing 

• Mr. West in the Land of the Bolsheviks (Lev Kuleshov, Moscow, 1924) 
• Traffic in Souls (Loane Tucker, 1913) 
• The Crowd (King Vidor, 1928, 98m) 

Tuesday 9/22/20 
• My Course Lecture 
• Edgar Allen Poe, A Man of the Crowd 
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• Timothy Corrigan, A Short Guide to Writing About Film, “Film Terms and Topics for 
Film Analysis and Writing” 

Thursday 9/24/20 
• Zoom Discussion at 1:05 PM EST 
• Tom Gunning, “Tracing the Individual Body: Photography, Detectives, and Early 

Cinema” in Cinema and the Invention of Modern Life (Berkley: UC Berkley Press, 
1996). 

First Shot-by-Shot Analysis Due 9/24/20 at Midnight: 
Compose a shot-by-shot analysis of a 2-3-minute clip of any film we’ve watched thus far. 
Use Yale Film analysis model (Part 6) as your guide: https://filmanalysis.yale.edu/  

Week 5: Future / Past; Utopia / Dystopia  
 Required Viewing  

• Metropolis (Fritz Lang, 1927) : https://mcgill.kanopy.com/video/metropolis-0  

Tuesday 9/29/20 
• My Course Lecture 
• Vivian Sobchack, “Cities on the Edge of Time: The Urban Science Fiction Film,” 

Thursday 10/1/20 
• Zoom Discussion 1:05 PM EST 
• Timothy Corrigan, A Short Guide to Writing About Film, “Six Approaches to Writing 

About Film” 

UNIT TWO: WAR-TORN, EVERYDAY, AND UNCANNY SPACES 

Week 6: Berlin, Walking the Ruins 
Required Viewing  

• Germany: Year Zero (Roberto Rossellini, Berlin, 1948): https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ijaGTHK--j4 OR https://www.amazon.com/Germany-Year-Zero-Edmund-
Meschke/dp/B004DDM1H0  

Optional Viewing 
• The Murderers Are Among Us (Wolfgang Staudte, Berlin, 1945) 

Tuesday 10/6/20 
• My Course Lecture 
• André Bazin “What is Neorealism” and “Germany, Year Zero” in André Bazin and 

Italian Neorealism (18-28; 57-61) 
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• Cesare Zavattini “Some Ideas on Cinema” in Critical Vision in Film Theory 
Thursday 10/8/20 

• Zoom Discussion at 1:05 PM EST 
• Mark Shiel “Neorealism and the City” in Italian Neorealism: Rebuilding the 

Cinematic City 
• Jaimey Fisher “On the Ruins of Masculinity: The Figure of the Child in Italian 

Neorealism and the German Rubble Film,” in Italian Neorealism and Global Cinema 
(25-53)  

Midterm Papers Due Thursday at Midnight 

Week 7: Noir Cities 
Required Viewing  

• The Third Man (Carol Reed, Vienna, 1949, 93m): https://www.amazon.com/Third-
Man-Joseph-Cotten/dp/B002OSA3MQ (Rent for $3.99) 

Optional Viewing 
• Force of Evil (Abraham Polonsky, 1948, 78m). 
• He Walked By Night (Alfred Werker, 1948, 80 m). 
• Naked City (Jules Dassin, 1948), 96 min 

Tuesday 10/13/20 
• My Course Lecture 
• Sigmund Freud “The Uncanny” 

Thursday 10/15/20 
• Zoom Discussion 1:05 PM EST 
• Anthony Vidler, The Architectural Uncanny (Introduction) 

Optional Reading 
• Dimendberg, “Naked Cities” in Film Noir and the Space of Modernity  
• Tom Gunning “Illuminated Cities.”  

Week 8: Cybernetic Cities; Sci-fi Noir  
Required Viewing  

• Alphaville (Godard, 1964): https://mcgill.kanopy.com/video/alphaville  
Tuesday 10/20/20 

• My Course Lecture 
• Orit Halpern, “Cybernetic Rationality,” Distinction: Journal of Social Theory 15, no. 

2 (May 2014): 223-238 
Thursday 10/22/20 
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• Zoom Discussion at 1:05 PM EST 
• Orit Halpern, Robert Mitchell, and Bernard Dionysius Geoghegan, “Smartness 

Mandate: Notes Toward a Critique,” Grey Room 68 (Summer 2017): 106-129 

Week 9: Paris Strikes Back 
Required Viewing  

• Play Time (Jacques Tati, Paris, 1967): https://mcgill.kanopy.com/video/playtime  

Optional Viewing 
• Traffic (Jacques Tati, 1971) 

Tuesday 10/27/20 
• My Course Lecture 
• Chris Otter “Locating Matter” 
• Karl Marx, “The Fetishism of the Commodity and Its Secret” 

Thursday 10/29/20 
• Zoom Discussion at 1:05 PM EST 
• Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle (Selections) 

Optional Reading 
• Laurent Marie, “Jacques Tati’s Play Time as New Babylon” 
• Joan Ockmann, “Architecture in a Mode of Distraction: Eight Takes on Jacques Tati’s 

Play Time” 

UNIT THREE: DIVISION, SPRAWL, STAGNATION 

Week 10: Havana and Third Cinema 
Required Viewing  

• Memories of Underdevelopment (Tomás Gutiérrez Alea, Havana, 1968) : https://
itunes.apple.com/us/movie/memories-of-underdevelopment/id1415261773 OR 
https://www.criterion.com/films/29220-memories-of-underdevelopment  

Tuesday 11/3/20 
• My Course Lecture  
• Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Excerpts) 

Thursday 11/5/20 
• Zoom Discussion at 1:05 PM EST 
• Frederic Jameson, “Cognitive Mapping” 

Optional Reading 
• Robin Moore, “Havanna in the Nueva Trova Repertoire of Gerardo Alfonso” in 
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Cultures of the City (15-30) 
• Solanas and Getino, “Towards a Third Cinema,” in Critical Visions in Film Theory 
• Edmundo Desnoes, Memories of Underdevelopment (novel on which the film is 

based) 

Week 11: Divided New York  
Required Viewing  

• Cotton Comes to Harlem (Ossie Davis, New York, 1970): https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IaaoAHtSSnw  

Optional Viewing 
• Across 110th Street (Barry Shear, 1971, 102m) 
• Style Wars (Henry Chalfant, Tony Silver, 1983, 70m) 

Tuesday 11/10/20 
• My Course Lecture 
• Paula Masood, “Cotton in the City: The Black Ghetto, Blaxploitation and Beyond” 

Thursday 11/12/20 
• Zoom Discussion at 1:05 PM EST 
• Loic Wacquant “Three Pernicious Premises in the Study of the Ghetto” 

Optional Reading 
• Peter Stanfield, “Walking the Streets: Black Gangsters and the “Abandoned City” in 

the 1970s Blaxploitation Cycle,” In Grieveson, L. and Sonnet, E. eds. Mob Culture: 
Hidden Histories of American the Gangster Film. Berg, pp. 281-300. (Unavailable 
due to Library Closure) 

Second Shot-by-Shot Analysis Due Thursday at Midnight 

Week 12: The Flâneuse (Part One) 
Required Viewing 

• The All-Around Reduced Personality / Redupers (Helke Sander, Berlin, 1977): TBA 
Searching for Streaming Options 

Optional Viewing 
• Wings (Larisa Shepitko, 1966) 

Tuesday 11/17/20 
• My Course Lecture 
• Judith Mayne, “Female Narration, Women’s Cinema: Helke Sander’s The All-Round 

Reduced Personality / Redupers,” New German Critique, no. 24-25 (Autumn, 1981) 
Thursday 11/19/20 
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• Zoom Discussion at 1:05 PM EST 
• Helke Sander, “Feminism and Film” 

Week 13: The Flâneuse (Part Two) 
Required Viewing  

• Variety (Bette Gordon, New York, 1983): https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CZOb_Akhi1o OR https://www.amazon.com/Variety-Sandy-McLeod/dp/
B002OKIR9A  

• Simon Barbès ou la vertu (Marie-Claude Treilhou, Paris, 1980): https://archive.org/
details/1979MarieClaudeTreilhouSimoneBarbesoulavertu  

Optional Viewing 
• Queen of Diamonds (Nina Menkes, Las Vegas, 1991) 

Tuesday 11/24/20 
• My Course Lecture 
• Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” in Visual and Other 

Pleasures (New York: Palgrave).  
Thursday 11/26/20 

• Zoom Discussion 1:05 PM EST 
• Ellen Willis, “Lust Horizon,” The Village Voice (October 2005): https://

www.villagevoice.com/2005/10/18/lust-horizons/ 

Week 14: Recap Zoom 
Tuesday 12/1/20 

• Final Zoom Discussion at 1:05 PM EST 
Thursday 12/3/20 

• Final Papers Due at Midnight 
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